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Serbia  concerned  over Georgian  crisis  
by limbic on AUGUST 28,  2008  

I have refrained from commenting about the Georgia situation because so often the first draft of history (the media’s) is bunk.  
It is curious though to see all sides engaging in rank hypocrisy and the understandable extent to which both sides are using the Balkans and its rhetoric in this Caucasian crisis . 
The Russians are accusing the Georgians of committing “ genocide” in South Ossetia. Whilst this is obviously rubbish it is a testament to how degraded the word has become thanks to its abuse in the Balkans. The Georgians counter that they are being 
“Ethnically Cleansed” from South Ossetia [see this example BBC article for uses of both]. 
The Russians are using the rhetoric the West used in Kosovo to justify its actions in Georgia. The West, caught as it is in a trap of its own making, desperately rejects the Kosovo analogies with Georgia,  repeating the “unique case” plea, which is 
nonsense. There is outrage that Russia is redrawing borderers in Europe, some reporting for the first time since Stalin and Hitler, yet this is precisely what happened in Kosovo. 
So what is being done to Georgia is as unjust and illegal as what happened  in Kosovo, and both  situations stink.  
Here are few things I believe:
The Russians have given up on Kosovo (and Serbia). There is no way they can offer even token support for Kosovo after their actions in Georgia and their recognition of the secessionists.  
Russia is turning its attention away from the Balkans to its periphery (Baltics, Caucasus, the *stans and Ukraine) and it is using the Kosovo precedent to paralyse the West.  
This new instability and sudden legitimacy for breakaway regions could ignite the Balkans if Republika Srpska decided to secede from Bosnia and join Serbia  or Herzegovina decided to join Croatia.  
let me leave you with an example of the sort of rubbish being touted in the papers : 

“Kosovo is a unique case  and cannot be compared to any other in the world ,” Kosovo President Fatmir Sejdiu told Kosovo TV. “The status of Kosovo was solved through international mediation .” 
Serbia  lost control over Kosovo in 1999 after it launched a military campaign in the province against Kosovo’s ethnic Albanian separatists. Slobodan Milosevic, president at the time, was forced to pull out of Kosovo after NATO 
bombed Serbia for 78 days  in retaliation for its brutality to civilians in Kosovo.  
The new pro-Western Serbian leadership, which came in after Milosevic was ousted in 2000, has refrained from using force in Kosovo but has refused to give up its claim on the territory it considers the cradle of its religion and 
statehood.” 

The Kosovo situation is far from unique, it is commonplace. If 78 days of bombing is international mediation then what is gun -boat diplomacy?  Serbia  was not bombed because of brutality but because of alleged  brutality. The bombing was based on lies 
and gross exaggerations. There were no more mass murders of civilians s alleged in the causus belli than there were WMDs in Iraq. Since 2000 Serbia  has had a fully democratic and liberal regime with not one single act of aggression. During that same 
period the government and authorities in Kosovo have failed to prevent the ethnic cleansing of up to 200,000 Serbs, Roma and Gorani from Kosovo. So who has refrained from violence then?  
Serbia  concerned  over Georgian  crisis  - International Herald Tribune 
{ 2 trackbacks } 

Global Voices Online » Russia, Georgia: The Balkan Context   
08.30.08 at 12:19 am 
Global Voices in Italiano » Russia, Georgia: il contesto del Balcano  
09.03.08 at 9:42 am 

{ 4 comments… read them below or add one } 

Wow 08.29.08 at 3:28 am 
Great post.
Thanks.

Ida  08.29.08 at 7:16 pm 
There is differences between Kosovo and South Ossetia and Abkhazia.
The Ossetians and Abkhazians have no other homeland and the territories were named and established by those peoples.
Ethnic Albanians, however, have their own country, Albania. 
Plus, Kosovo was founded, defined and named by Serbs and was Serbian populated when it was formed. It was the center of Serbian culture in the Middle Ages and is important in Serbian art, architecture, song, poetry, etc.  
No such thing can be said about South Ossetia and Abkhazia for the Georgians. It was Stalin who simple annexed those territories to Georgia.  
So to sum up, South Ossetia (Ossetia) and Abkhazia are the homelands of the people they are named for and who founded them. The same is not true for ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.  

Wow 08.29.08 at 9:56 pm 
Correction: Kosovo IS the centre of Serbian culture & history.

abelard  08.30.08 at 1:49 pm 
i liked your good steady comments on the serbia , iraq and georgia situations… 
however, as a reader who has no great quarrel with either of these great power interventions, i maybe less ‘outraged’ than most…as long as russia keeps to its word and gets out of any occupation act in independent georgia… 
it seems to me it is legitimate for the advanced world to cease toleration of oppressive dictatorships.
the idea of treating irak under socialist madsam hussein is intollerable, let alone treating such dysfunctional arrangements as if they were sovereign states in good standing…let alone worthy of a vote at the un… 
the un remains a joke or merely a talking shop until some basic standards of freedom are demanded for full membership..
imv a far better context for justification or otherwise for interference failed pseudo-states is the concept of the ‘just war’ 
http://www.abelard.org/briefings/just_war.htm modified by pragmatism. 
meanwhile, to me, the stickier problem is what to do about the outrages you claim in the newly independent kossova… 
regards.
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nonsense. There is outrage that Russia is redrawing borderers in Europe, some reporting for the first time since Stalin and Hitler, yet this is precisely what happened in Kosovo. 
So what is being done to Georgia is as unjust and illegal as what happened  in Kosovo, and both  situations stink.  
Here are few things I believe:
The Russians have given up on Kosovo (and Serbia). There is no way they can offer even token support for Kosovo after their actions in Georgia and their recognition of the secessionists.  
Russia is turning its attention away from the Balkans to its periphery (Baltics, Caucasus, the *stans and Ukraine) and it is using the Kosovo precedent to paralyse the West.  
This new instability and sudden legitimacy for breakaway regions could ignite the Balkans if Republika Srpska decided to secede from Bosnia and join Serbia  or Herzegovina decided to join Croatia.  
let me leave you with an example of the sort of rubbish being touted in the papers : 

“Kosovo is a unique case  and cannot be compared to any other in the world ,” Kosovo President Fatmir Sejdiu told Kosovo TV. “The status of Kosovo was solved through international mediation .” 
Serbia  lost control over Kosovo in 1999 after it launched a military campaign in the province against Kosovo’s ethnic Albanian separatists. Slobodan Milosevic, president at the time, was forced to pull out of Kosovo after NATO 
bombed Serbia for 78 days  in retaliation for its brutality to civilians in Kosovo.  
The new pro-Western Serbian leadership, which came in after Milosevic was ousted in 2000, has refrained from using force in Kosovo but has refused to give up its claim on the territory it considers the cradle of its religion and 
statehood.” 

The Kosovo situation is far from unique, it is commonplace. If 78 days of bombing is international mediation then what is gun -boat diplomacy?  Serbia  was not bombed because of brutality but because of alleged  brutality. The bombing was based on lies 
and gross exaggerations. There were no more mass murders of civilians s alleged in the causus belli than there were WMDs in Iraq. Since 2000 Serbia  has had a fully democratic and liberal regime with not one single act of aggression. During that same 
period the government and authorities in Kosovo have failed to prevent the ethnic cleansing of up to 200,000 Serbs, Roma and Gorani from Kosovo. So who has refrained from violence then?  
Serbia  concerned  over Georgian  crisis  - International Herald Tribune 
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No such thing can be said about South Ossetia and Abkhazia for the Georgians. It was Stalin who simple annexed those territories to Georgia.  
So to sum up, South Ossetia (Ossetia) and Abkhazia are the homelands of the people they are named for and who founded them. The same is not true for ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.  
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however, as a reader who has no great quarrel with either of these great power interventions, i maybe less ‘outraged’ than most…as long as russia keeps to its word and gets out of any occupation act in independent georgia… 
it seems to me it is legitimate for the advanced world to cease toleration of oppressive dictatorships.
the idea of treating irak under socialist madsam hussein is intollerable, let alone treating such dysfunctional arrangements as if they were sovereign states in good standing…let alone worthy of a vote at the un… 
the un remains a joke or merely a talking shop until some basic standards of freedom are demanded for full membership..
imv a far better context for justification or otherwise for interference failed pseudo-states is the concept of the ‘just war’ 
http://www.abelard.org/briefings/just_war.htm modified by pragmatism. 
meanwhile, to me, the stickier problem is what to do about the outrages you claim in the newly independent kossova… 
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I have refrained from commenting about the Georgia situation because so often the first draft of history (the media’s) is bunk.  
It is curious though to see all sides engaging in rank hypocrisy and the understandable extent to which both sides are using the Balkans and its rhetoric in this Caucasian crisis . 
The Russians are accusing the Georgians of committing “ genocide” in South Ossetia. Whilst this is obviously rubbish it is a testament to how degraded the word has become thanks to its abuse in the Balkans. The Georgians counter that they are being 
“Ethnically Cleansed” from South Ossetia [see this example BBC article for uses of both]. 
The Russians are using the rhetoric the West used in Kosovo to justify its actions in Georgia. The West, caught as it is in a trap of its own making, desperately rejects the Kosovo analogies with Georgia,  repeating the “unique case” plea, which is 
nonsense. There is outrage that Russia is redrawing borderers in Europe, some reporting for the first time since Stalin and Hitler, yet this is precisely what happened in Kosovo. 
So what is being done to Georgia is as unjust and illegal as what happened  in Kosovo, and both  situations stink.  
Here are few things I believe:
The Russians have given up on Kosovo (and Serbia). There is no way they can offer even token support for Kosovo after their actions in Georgia and their recognition of the secessionists.  
Russia is turning its attention away from the Balkans to its periphery (Baltics, Caucasus, the *stans and Ukraine) and it is using the Kosovo precedent to paralyse the West.  
This new instability and sudden legitimacy for breakaway regions could ignite the Balkans if Republika Srpska decided to secede from Bosnia and join Serbia  or Herzegovina decided to join Croatia.  
let me leave you with an example of the sort of rubbish being touted in the papers : 

“Kosovo is a unique case  and cannot be compared to any other in the world ,” Kosovo President Fatmir Sejdiu told Kosovo TV. “The status of Kosovo was solved through international mediation .” 
Serbia  lost control over Kosovo in 1999 after it launched a military campaign in the province against Kosovo’s ethnic Albanian separatists. Slobodan Milosevic, president at the time, was forced to pull out of Kosovo after NATO 
bombed Serbia for 78 days  in retaliation for its brutality to civilians in Kosovo.  
The new pro-Western Serbian leadership, which came in after Milosevic was ousted in 2000, has refrained from using force in Kosovo but has refused to give up its claim on the territory it considers the cradle of its religion and 
statehood.” 

The Kosovo situation is far from unique, it is commonplace. If 78 days of bombing is international mediation then what is gun -boat diplomacy?  Serbia  was not bombed because of brutality but because of alleged  brutality. The bombing was based on lies 
and gross exaggerations. There were no more mass murders of civilians s alleged in the causus belli than there were WMDs in Iraq. Since 2000 Serbia  has had a fully democratic and liberal regime with not one single act of aggression. During that same 
period the government and authorities in Kosovo have failed to prevent the ethnic cleansing of up to 200,000 Serbs, Roma and Gorani from Kosovo. So who has refrained from violence then?  
Serbia  concerned  over Georgian  crisis  - International Herald Tribune 
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There is differences between Kosovo and South Ossetia and Abkhazia.
The Ossetians and Abkhazians have no other homeland and the territories were named and established by those peoples.
Ethnic Albanians, however, have their own country, Albania. 
Plus, Kosovo was founded, defined and named by Serbs and was Serbian populated when it was formed. It was the center of Serbian culture in the Middle Ages and is important in Serbian art, architecture, song, poetry, etc.  
No such thing can be said about South Ossetia and Abkhazia for the Georgians. It was Stalin who simple annexed those territories to Georgia.  
So to sum up, South Ossetia (Ossetia) and Abkhazia are the homelands of the people they are named for and who founded them. The same is not true for ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.  
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Correction: Kosovo IS the centre of Serbian culture & history.

abelard  08.30.08 at 1:49 pm 
i liked your good steady comments on the serbia , iraq and georgia situations… 
however, as a reader who has no great quarrel with either of these great power interventions, i maybe less ‘outraged’ than most…as long as russia keeps to its word and gets out of any occupation act in independent georgia… 
it seems to me it is legitimate for the advanced world to cease toleration of oppressive dictatorships.
the idea of treating irak under socialist madsam hussein is intollerable, let alone treating such dysfunctional arrangements as if they were sovereign states in good standing…let alone worthy of a vote at the un… 
the un remains a joke or merely a talking shop until some basic standards of freedom are demanded for full membership..
imv a far better context for justification or otherwise for interference failed pseudo-states is the concept of the ‘just war’ 
http://www.abelard.org/briefings/just_war.htm modified by pragmatism. 
meanwhile, to me, the stickier problem is what to do about the outrages you claim in the newly independent kossova… 
regards.
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